Data Encryption using SCT and access control using TRBAC in Cloud Computing for Big Data
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ABSTRACT
Cloud Computing is the emerging trend to process different types of data and provide different services, and Big data is the huge source of such data. In this paper we proposed a framework in which we encrypt data with clock timing and then provide access according to task and role of the user. By this we can achieve a full secured and authorized access to cloud user with secure big data user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Cloud Computing provides many services to different consumers or users without any necessity of deep knowledge of the technology. To provide such services, one need to secure system such that only legitimate user can access such services. And on the other side, one needs some data set to collaborate with the service provided by cloud service provider. For such huge data, we have a term called Big Data which mean to store huge data, analyze that data for various purposes such as for business purposes, for curing diseases and many others [12, 13, 14, 16, 17]. In this paper, we propose a framework in which owner encrypt its data with Clock timing (SCT) described in [11] when it storing data to cloud storage, and when user try to access data then it must have permission according to its task and role [15] Section II briefs about cloud computing, Section III explains about Big data and section IV, discusses security aspects of big data, Section V, and VI throws light on TRBAC and SCT respectively and Sec VII , explains proposed framework, and section VIII concludes this paper.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud means something away from one place; here cloud refers to network or internet. User’s system is connected by network which is away from user’s system and contains pool of resources, and these resources used by user of cloud provider. Cloud Computing is emerging technology which provide easy and affordable services [1]. The three basic components of cloud computing are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) [1] as shown in fig 1.

III. BIG DATA

Big Data is a collection of complex or too large data, which is difficult to handle by traditional data base mechanism. As it is difficult to handle but also it benefit a lot in many other ways.
The Big data can be described basically in two types of system. System for capture and stored data and the other type is systems that provide analysis capabilities of the data that has been stored. The main challenge is to data stored, data analysis. Data analysis can correlate with the Business trends and curing disease. It is a connection of 3V that is volume, velocity and variety.

IV. SECURITY OF BIG DATA

The main challenge in Big Data is query processing on encrypted data. And nowadays both type of data structured or unstructured need decryption first which is quite slow. The traditional system of data encryption and decryption consist data query generation on encrypted data then decrypt by using private key then result generation by query processing and then at last data encryption by using public key.

V. TASK-ROLE BASED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL (TRBAC) FOR CLOUD DATA

The idea to use Task-Role Based Access Control (TRBAC) [4, 15] is to extract the task and role to be two basic characteristics for cloud based data access. This model appoints task to role, then appoints permission to task described in detail in [15]. To realize permission dynamically, the connection of permission and task is important, but the purpose of role and task connection is to carry out of related information between task and object. As described in [11, 15], when the permission of role updates, using task as resonance is convenient for the role management. Fig 2 shows the basic model of TRBAC [11, 15], which has four major components Task Set, Role Set, User Set and Session Set. There are few four important definitions of these sets of TRABC model briefly explained as below. The detailed functioning of TRBAC model is explained in [15], however, we explained it in brief here.

Definition 1. User Set $U = \{u_1, u_2, ….. u_n\}$ is the user set of different users, including personal user, departmental user and so on.

Definition 2. Session Set $S= \{s_1, s_2, …. s_n\}$ is the session set. The Role is activated based on session in the browser by user.

Definition 3. Role Set $R = \{r_1, r_2, ….. r_n\}$ is the role set. The Role of a person is according to position in the organization.

Definition 4. Task Set $T = \{t_1, t_2, ….. t_n\}$ is the task set. The Task is the basic unit of the TRABC model, according to task; role is assigned to the user.

VI. THE DATA ENCRYPTION USING SUBSTITUTION CLOCK AND ITS’ TIME (SCT)

Figure 3 shows the basic functionality of SCT [11]. The SCT algorithm works on the concept of analog clocks’ Time [11]. This algorithm can encrypt 8-bits of data at a time.

Various components of SCT are explained below.

A. Time A
First component, this is the time noted in the first action of the user that’s why it is called as Time A. For example, at the time of opening a page of cloud website, or a cloud application, or the time before input of the plaintext.

B. Time B
Second Component, this is the time noted in the second action that’s why it is called as Time B. For example, Login into a website, time after plaintext was entered.

Let’s take an example: Suppose someone opened a website (Example: Google drive). The time at which he opened the website will be time A. And the time at which he will login to a website after entering information will be time B. The information he entered will be treated as plaintext. The terminologies used in SCT algorithm [11] are briefly discussed below:

i. Encryption Layer (EL)
ii. Substitution Clock (S-Clock)
iii. Encryption Time (ET)
iv. Encryption Time Values (ETV)
v. Random Operation Array (ROA)
vi. Random Operation Function (ROF)

The Encryption layer is just a combination of random distribution of 256 numbers (0 to 255) mapped over an analog clock. So SCT used this layer beyond the normal clock but based on normal clocks’ appearance.
ii. Substitution Clock (S-Clock)
The Substitution Clock used in SCT is of the size 12 (in terms of hours) as there are 12 hours (1-12) mentioned in this clock. This means there are 12 positions to represent a number of hours in a clock [11].

iii. Encryption Time (ET)
In the SCT, first of all, time A and time B will be passed to the SCT time function [11]. This time function will take the values of time A and time B and will return a random time. This generated time will be a random time between time A and time B. This time will be mapped on s-clock and is known as encryption time (ET).

iv. Encryption Time Value (ETV)
ETV is the value which we got from s-clock at a particular time by user behaviour. This is of 3 bits based on 3 values (hours, min, and sec) from clock reading.

v. Random Operation Array (ROA)
It is an array which will select 8 operations out of 10 to be performed in the plaintext bytes. Every byte will undergo one out of the selected 8 operations [11] and repetitions of process will be in cyclic manner. Example: ROA = [7, 8, 10, 1, 3, 2, 6, 5] The 7th operation will be performed on 1st byte. The 8th operation will be performed on 2nd byte. In the same way, the 9th byte will undergo a 7th operation in a cyclic manner.

vi. Random Operation Function (ROF)
This is a function which will take 8-bit (one byte) as an input, perform any one of the 10 operations in those 8-bit and returns one position of the s-clock. It will be decided randomly by ROA whether which operation will be done on those 8-bits.

Fig. 4. Complete working of SCT [11]

The complete working of SCT is shown fig 4 as per [11] and we have developed algorithm for SCT in [11] and implemented and tested using python. Detailed discussion on security analysis and comparison with AES is performed in [11] and shown below in fig 5 less time consumption while execution.

VII. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The fig 6 shows implementation of SCT in python for cloud and big data storage. See below the basic process flow diagram of framework proposed method in fig 7, as we know Cloud Computing is one the important part of our day to day life, it provide so many services to make our life easy. As it provide so many services, so as to have data storage and processing task too. So to store such data, cloud has a large storage system such as big data, and to secure such data from unauthorized users and several attacks, cloud have so many algorithms to encrypt data and also have so many access control policies to control access from unauthorized user. Figure 7 shows the working of proposed model.

Fig. 7. Proposed framework for data encryption and decryption

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a model which encrypt data with clock timing and then provide access according to task and role of the user. We found our proposed approach is faster than AES. AES has a key combination of $2^{256}$ ($2^{256}=10^{77}$) and SCT and TRBAC algorithm has an s-clock combination of $10^{506}$ [7, 11]. By this we can achieve a secure environment for stored data and no unauthorized user can access data until that user have permitted task and role then after this that user must have private key to decrypt the stored data which encrypted by data owner according to SCT encryption method. This framework can be extended with other algorithms to generate hybrid encryption technique that is used for security and privacy for email, IoT and cloud and big data storage [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17-26]. This proposed model is secured in terms of access control and encryption mechanism.
Fig. 5. Time taken for encryption and decryption by SCT [11]

Fig. 6. Execution of SCT algorithm in python
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